
QLighting, Inc.
High

Mounting Instructions

Task Lighting Using Rails

~ Installation ~

1. Insert mounting rails into lance tabs on both ends of the light

so approximately 2" of rail extends out beyond the rear of the

fixture.  (See Figure 1)

2. Rest the back of the mounting rails on the rear lip of shelf.

3. Bend front of mounting rails outward (Position A) and push light up

against the shelf, then release rails under front lip of shelf.

4. The light is now mounted.  It can be moved left or right and front to back

depending on personal preference.

Note:
If your light is furnished with cord manager clips, place them along the

side of the panel you wish to run the cord and clip cord into them.

"Caution"

~ Injury to persons and damage to the light and/or mounting surface may

result if the light is pulled from the surface,

~ Always mount light only to a surface that is mechanically sound to reduce

likelihood of such injury or damage. 



QLighting, Inc.
High

Mounting Instructions

Task Lighting Using Screws

~ Installation ~

1. Remove the lens & fluorescent bulb and place light up against the

underside of the shelf in the exact position that it is to be mounted.

2. Place a mark on the shelf in the center of the small end of each keyhole

slot. (See figure 1)

3. Drill two 1/8" holes 1/2" deep at each mark and screw provided 

mounting screws into holes leaving approximatedly 1/32 of an inch 

between screw head and shelf. 

4. Hold light up against shelf until screw heads pass thru the large end of

the keyhole slots and push light toward the rear of shelf. 

5. Light is now mounted.   If light is too loose, remove light and tighten 

screws accordingly until a tight fit is obtained. 

6. Replace fluorescent bulb and lens.  Plug cord into a 120 volt/60 HZ 

grounded outlet.

Lens Removal Instructions

Push front end of the lens up into the  front  

corner of the housing and grasp the back 

end of the lens (See figure 2)

Slowly guide lens out along the back edge

while continuing to push lens into front

corner towards the other end of the light.

Note:
If your light is furnished with cord manager clips, place them along the

side of the panel you wish to run the cord and clip cord into them.

"Caution"
~ Injury to persons and damage to the light and/or mounting surface may

result if the light is pulled from the surface,

~ Always mount light only to a surface that is mechanically sound to reduce

likelihood of such injury or damage. 


